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Anthropic Park
Freshwater ecological reserve and remediation, Saline Joniche, Italy

Saline Joniche is located in the rich coastal landscape of 
Southern Italy with abundant natural resources, which suffered 
continuous degradation through industrial activities and has 
been left abandoned. Obsessed with short-term productivity 
for too long without evaluating the risks of such a mindset, 
the goal is to recover this damaged area. The project proposes 
a flooded landscape at the mouth of multiple natural water-
courses, generating an ecosystem filled with flora and fauna, 
and a special focus on migrating birds. This process will occur 
naturally, and the resulting landscape will evolve adding new 
species of vegetation and wildlife. The project broadens the 
thoughts around the concept of ruin; humanity’s constructed 
artefacts will be kept as they are and integrated into the pro-
cess of the restoration. A shape shifting ecosystem is born, 
connecting nature with the imprints left by humans.

Appraisal by the jury

The project’s bold philosophical posture – investigating the 
roles of architecture, landscape design, and urban planning 
and their constraints by the necessity to allow human exis-
tence – was greatly appreciated and welcomed by the members 
of the jury. The design proposal is a manifesto in its own right. 
It frames a discourse on potential forms of relationship between 
human activity and the natural environment, offering strategies 
for understanding architecture as a form of action in a symbiotic 
rapport with nature, without succumbing to romantic and 
pastoral notions of the “natural” – and thereby accepting its 
entropic properties.
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Image 1: The time has arrived for a healthy environmental balance against 
imposed actions. It’s time to opt for a rich renewed ecosystem, a compelling 
ecosystem capable of positioning itself as a worldwide reference of ecological 
coexistence. An ecosystem that will appeal to its users, who are capable of 
creating true productivity within this place. (Copyright of all images: Grupo 
aranea)

Image 2: Masterplan of Saline Joniche. 
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More at www.holcimawards.org/projects/anthropic-park

Image 3: Watercolors: water as the main source of the project 
and first concept drawings. 

Image 4: Landscapes stages.

Image 5: Officine di Grandi Riparazioni. Image 6: Saline Joniche’s landscape.

Image 7: Green machinery. Image 8: Industrial aquatic landscapes. 

Image 9: Nature takes place, unsuspected landscapes. Image 10: The last of us: post-human landscape. 


